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Abstract

We propose to perform a proof-of-principle test of a target station suitable for a Neutrino Factory or Muon Collider source using a 24-GeV proton beam incident on a target consisting of a free mercury jet that is inside a 15-T capture solenoid magnet. This test could be performed in the TT2A tunnel of the NTOF proton line (upstream of the spallation target). The tests would require only ≈ 100 fast-extracted pulses of full PS intensity, delivered in a pulse-on-demand mode of operation over about 10 shifts. The main piece of apparatus is the LN₂-precooled, 15-T copper magnet with a 15-cm-diameter warm bore and total volume slightly over 1 m³. The principle diagnostic is a high-speed optical camera. The mercury jet is part of a closed mercury loop that includes an insert into the bore of the magnet.
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Executive Summary

We propose to perform a proof-of-principle demonstration of a target system based on a free mercury jet, including magnetic focusing/capture of secondary pions/muons, suitable for use in a 4-MW, 24-GeV proton beam as part of a neutrino “superbeam” and/or neutrino factory facility.

The proposed studies emphasize the survival of a prototype target system against issues of single proton pulses: dispersal of the jet target by mechanical “shock” and/or vaporization due to energy deposition by the proton beam, and possible damping of these effects by the strong magnetic field of the capture solenoid. A first phase of such studies has been carried out at BNL and CERN, in which the interaction of a mercury jet with a proton beam, and with a 20-T solenoid magnet, have been investigated separately, with encouraging results. Long-term issues of radiation damage and materials fatigue are to be addressed in separate studies.

- The studies proposed here are to be made using small numbers (∼1,000 total) of intense 24-GeV proton pulses in the CERN Neutron Time-of-Flight beamline.
- A “pulse-on-demand” mode of operation is desired, in which a proton pulse is used at most every few minutes. A higher repetition rate would be useful during beam setup.
- The studies should be carried out in an area suitable for use with a primary proton beam, such as the TT2A tunnel. The small number of beam pulses required should, however, limit the activation of materials to low levels.
- The target system + surrounding (pulsed) 15-T solenoid magnet could occupy as little as 2 m along the beamline.
- The beam should be focusable to a spot of rms radius ≈ 2 mm at the target location.
- The main mode of beam delivery from the CERN PS should be single-turn extraction of all 8 bunches, for a total of $3 \times 10^{13}$ protons. However, it is desirable to be able to extract any number from 1 to 8 of these bunches during a single turn. A programmable fast-kicker is required for this.
- The mercury jet is to be about 1-cm diameter, flowing at 10-20 m/sec, entirely within a stainless-steel containment vessel (with beam entrance and exit windows of a high-strength alloy). Diagnostics of the beam/jet interaction are primarily optical.
- The pulsed magnet is advantageously operated at about 70K to lower the resistance of its copper coils. A LN$_2$ storage dewar of capacity 10,000-20,000 liters is required.
- The magnet requires a special power supply, capable of 4-5 MW peak power. This could be a “conventional” power supply (that would require 5 MW (peak) wall power), or it could be a power supply based on an array of batteries (that would require only ≈ 50 kW wall power for a “battery charger”).
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1 The Challenge of High-Power Targety

Intense proton sources pose significant challenges for targets placed in the proton beam, particularly for future upgrades to beam powers of several MWatt. The physics opportunities associated with such intense proton sources are so rich that the challenges must be met. These opportunities include:

- Studies of neutrino oscillations with long baseline neutrino beams both from pion decay [1, 2] and from muon decay [3, 4, 5].
- Studies of rare processes initiated by muons [6, 7, 8].
- Studies of materials with neutrons beams from a spallation source [9, 10, 11].
- Accelerator production of tritium [12].
- Accelerator transmutation of waste [13].
- Accelerator test facilities for fusion reactor materials [14].

The technical challenges for targets in high-power proton beams are threefold:

- Survival of components against melting/vaporization.
- Survival of components against beam-induced pressure waves, in the case of pulsed proton beams.
- Survival of components against radiation damage.

Passive solid targets (or rotating-wheel targets), typically water cooled, have been used in most applications with less than 1-MW beam power. But for beam power in excess of 1 MW such passive solid targets become very problematic in view of the challenges listed above. This has led to consideration of flowing liquid targets: mercury, molten lead, molten Pb/Bi, etc.

Liquid target systems still require solid-walled containment vessels and beam windows that isolate the target region from the rest of the accelerator complex. Experience has shown that if a liquid target is confined inside a metal pipe in the region of the interaction with a pulsed proton beam, then the beam-induced pressure waves can cause pitting (associated with cavitation during the negative-pressure phases of the waves) and possible failure of the solid wall [15, 16, 17].

Such concerns indicate that it would be preferable to have a flowing liquid target in the form of a free jet, at least in the region of interaction with the proton beam.

A benchtop demonstration of a free mercury jet was made in 1988 by Johnson [18], as shown in Fig. 1. However, this prototype jet target was never exposed to a proton beam.

During a conceptual study for a $\mu \rightarrow e$ conversion experiment [19], it was realized that surrounding the target by a high-field solenoid magnet (a kind of magnetic bottle) is very effective in maximizing the yield of low-energy secondary pions and muons. This scenario is also very relevant for a muon collider [20] and for a neutrino factory based on a muon storage ring [5, 21].
The present Letter of Intent is for a full-scale test of this target concept, in which a mercury jet flows through a 15-T (pulsed) solenoid magnet while interacting with intense, 24-GeV proton pulses extracted from the CERN PS.

### 1.1 The Target Concept

Sketches of the target concept [21] are shown in Fig. 2.

A continuous mercury jet crosses a proton beam at an angle of about 40 mrad so that the interaction region is approximately two interaction lengths.

The axes of both the proton beam and mercury jet are tilted with respect to the axis of the solenoid magnet by about 100 mrad, which improves the yield of soft pions at large angles, and permits the noninteracting part of the proton beam to be absorbed in the collection pool of mercury.

The magnetic field is large (≈ 20 T) at the interaction region, but falls off to ≈ 1 T over several meters, which field strength is then maintained in the subsequent pion decay channel.

The magnetic field profile over the interaction region is improved by use of an iron plug at the upstream end of the magnet, through which the proton beam and flowing mercury must pass.

If the solenoid field is over 14 T, a hybrid construction must be used, with a 14-T superconducting outer coil plus a, say, 6-T inner copper coil that serves also as a radiation shield for the superconducting coil.
Figure 2: Sketches of the concept of a 4-MW target system in which the proton beam and a mercury jet interact at an angle to the axis of a 20-T solenoid magnet.
The entire assembly of inner coil, iron plug, mercury collection pool and downstream beam window is to be replaceable via remote-handling equipment, as the lifetime of these components is estimated to be only about 15 MW-years.

Representative simulations [22] in support of this target concept, based on the MARS Monte Carlo code [23], are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: a) Meson yield ($\pi + K$) from a 1.5-$\lambda_I$, 1-cm-radius target irradiated with 8, 16 and 30-GeV proton beams as a function of target atomic mass; b) Meson yield from a 3-$\lambda_I$, 1-cm-radius gallium target tilted at angle 150 mrad in a 16-GeV proton beam vs. solenoid field strength for a fixed adiabatic invariant $B R_a^2$; c) Meson yield as a function of target radius; d) Meson yield vs. tilt angle between the axis of the capture solenoid and the proton beam.

The simulations indicate that the useful yield of soft pions and muons is improved by

a) The use of a high-$Z$ target material, if the proton beam energy is more than 8 GeV.

b) The use of a capture solenoid field of 15-20 T.
c) The use of a relatively narrow target, 5 mm radius, with RMS proton beam radius of 2 mm.

d) Tilting the beam and jet axis with respect to the magnetic axis by 100-150 mrad.

Simulations have also been made of radiation dose in target system components, to assess lifetime issues. Figure 4 shows a representative result from the MARS calculation [24], and Table 1 indicates the inferred lifetimes against radiation damage of a few key components.

![Figure 4: Absorbed radiation dose per year of $2 \times 10^7$ s and a 1-MW proton beam in the target system for $-2 < z < 6$ m and $r < 1.4$ m [24].](image)

Preliminary studies have also been made of a support facility for the target system [25], including remote handling equipment and hot cells for processing the activated mercury. Figure 5 sketches the overall concept of the support facility.
Table 1: Estimated lifetime against radiation damage for key components of the target system [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Radius (cm)</th>
<th>Dose/yr (Grays/2 × 10^7 s)</th>
<th>Max allowed Dose (Grays)</th>
<th>1 MW Life (years)</th>
<th>4 MW life (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner shielding</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5 × 10^{10}</td>
<td>10^{12}</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg containment</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10^9</td>
<td>10^{11}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow conductor coil</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10^9</td>
<td>10^{11}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting coil</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>5 × 10^6</td>
<td>10^8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Concept of the target system support facility [25].
1.2 Simulations of Beam + Jet + Magnetic Field

The simulations and studies of the high-power target system described in the preceding section involved reasonably straightforward extrapolation of the experience of the high-energy and nuclear physics community.

However, there are two key issues related to the proposed use of a liquid jet target which appear to be beyond the present state of the art in simulations:

- To what extent will the jet disperse due to rapid energy deposition by an intense proton pulse?
- To what extent will magnetic forces perturb the flow of the jet into the magnet and affect the possible dispersal of the jet by the beam?

Simple analytic models [26, 27] suggest cautious optimism that the beam-jet-magnet interaction is benign enough to be the basis of a production facility. Yet, there is clear need for more detailed simulation, and for experimental validation of our understanding.

Good progress is being made on a finite element analysis of a mercury jet with a free surface, in a magnetic field, subject to rapid internal energy deposition by a proton beam. The magnetohydrodynamic analysis must include a suitable equation of state that supports a limited regime of elastic behavior of a liquid under negative pressure, before cavitation occurs.

An important qualitative effect that must be well simulated is the apparent reduction of the speed of sound in a liquid that occurs shortly after a pulse of energy is deposited [28].

Preliminary results [29] of the incorporation of an equation of state that supports cavitation in the FEA code FronTier [30] are very encouraging in simulating the observed behavior of proton-mercury interactions that is reported in sec. 1.3.4. Figure 6 illustrates results of these simulations.

When a magnetic field is included in the simulation, it appears that the breakup of a mercury jet is suppressed by the magnetic “pressure” on the conducting liquid, as shown in Fig. 7. Such suppression will be more pronounced if the speed of sound is indeed reduced in the beam/jet interaction region.

The magnetic pressure is also expected to suppress the breakup of the jet caused by surface tension (Rayleigh [31]) instabilities [32].

Thus, it is very encouraging that the magnetic field, whose original purpose was to enhance the yield of useful secondary particles from the target, also serves to stabilize the operation of a liquid target.

1.3 Results of R&D to Date

The concerns as to the viability of high-power targets for use at a neutrino factory or muon collider have led to an R&D program of international scope. The present Letter of Intent seeks to enhance the collaboration between Japan and the USA in these efforts.

The targetry activities in the USA are largely focused on the experiment E-951 [33] at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Activity in Europe has been primarily at the CERN/ISOLDE facility [34] and at the Grenoble High Field Magnet Laboratory [35]. Activity in Japan has
Figure 6: FronTier simulation of a 1-cm-diameter mercury jet in zero magnetic field subject to instantaneous energy deposition at time $t = 0$ with a Gaussian spatial profile peaked at 100 J/gm [29]. The equation of state of mercury supports a reduced velocity of sound, such that the transit time across 1 cm is 40 $\mu$sec rather than the nominal 6 $\mu$sec.

Figure 7: FronTier simulations of a mercury jet at time $t = 100$ $\mu$sec after initial energy deposition as in Fig. 6, but immersed in various magnetic field parallel to the jet axis [29].
largely been in the context of conceptual studies for targets for future neutrino beams [2] and for muon storage rings [5].

Here, we briefly survey some of the results of this ongoing R&D program

1.3.1 Qualification of Materials for Vacuum Windows

Before performing studies of the interaction with mercury targets with a proton beam, it was necessary to qualify the windows of the mercury containment vessel against possible beam-induced failure. Therefore, candidate windows of aluminum, inconel 708, havar (another high-performance steel alloy) and the titanium alloy Ti90Al6V4 were exposed to 100-ns-long pulses of up to $5 \times 10^{12}$ 24-GeV proton at the BNL AGS.

Pairs of windows were mounted on each face of a double-sided Conflat flange, and the enclosed volume was evacuated. A view of the window test setup is shown in the left side of Fig. 8.

The primary measure of window reliability was that the window-pair unit held vacuum after exposure to the proton beam. All of the candidate windows passed this test.

Figure 8: The E951 window qualification setup (left), and a havar window instrumented with four fiberoptic strain sensors (right).

Figure 9: Construction of the Fabry-Perot fiberoptic strain sensors.
To obtain additional information as to window performance when struck by the proton beam, many of the windows were instrumented with four fiberoptic strain sensors [36]. This technology was chosen because of its immunity to rf interference created by the proton pulses, and because of their frequency response up to about 500 kHz. The construction of the strain sensors is shown in Fig. 9, and their arrangement on a havar window is shown in the right side of Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the observed strain in an aluminum window, and an ANSYS model calculation [37, 38]. There is reasonable agreement between data and simulation for both the lower frequency radial strain waves and the high frequency axial waves in the thin windows.

![Figure 10: Comparison with observed transient strains in an aluminum window (left) with ANSYS calculations (right) [37, 38].](image)

### 1.3.2 Studies of Carbon Targets

Carbon is probably the best candidate material for a passive solid target in a high-power application because it retains its mechanical integrity to very high temperature, and because the yield of secondary particles per power absorbed in the target (in contrast to yield per beam power) is higher than for high-Z materials.\(^5\)

Two types of studies of carbon targets have been conducted in the context of BNL experiment E951: the possible advantage of carbon-carbon composites, and the possible suppression of carbon sublimation by operation in a helium atmosphere.

The amplitude of the pressure waves induced in a target by an intense proton pulse is proportional to the coefficient of thermal expansion, according to the simple model that the energy deposited by the beam quickly raises the target temperature, which causes a rapid expansion resulting in the propagation of pressure waves.

Graphite fibers have a very nonisotropic coefficient of thermal expansion. Indeed, the axial coefficient is very small and slightly negative. Certain so-called carbon-carbon composites are manufactured with a 3-dimensional weave designed to provide a near-zero, essentially isotropic coefficient of thermal expansion. If this desirable behavior holds in the presence of

---

\(^5\)We note the Toyota company has recently developed a low-thermal-expansion titanium alloy [42] that could have superior performance as a solid target for high power beams. However, studies must be made to determine whether radiation damage adversely affects the low coefficient of thermal expansion, as has been recently observed in the case of SuperInvar [43].
energy deposited by a proton beam, the carbon-carbon targets could be largely immune to effects of beam-induced pressure waves.

Beam tests [38, 39] of an ATJ graphite rod (typical of those used in nuclear reactors) and of a low-expansion coefficient carbon-carbon composite indicated that the strains were a factor of five smaller in the latter material, as shown in Fig. 11.

![Figure 11: Strains measured in graphite targets exposed to 24-GeV proton pulses. Left: ATJ graphite; right: a carbon-carbon composite [38, 39].](image)

To maintain good collection of low-energy secondary particles from a carbon target, the target should not be in mechanical contact with any other structure such as a cooling unit. That is, radiation cooling should be used. This leads to operation at very high temperatures, perhaps 2400°C in case of a 4-MW proton beam. If the carbon target were operated in vacuum, its lifetime against sublimation at that temperature would be only a day or two.

It is anticipated that if the carbon target is operated in helium at one atmosphere, the rate of sublimation will be reduced by at least two orders of magnitude [40]. Studies are underway at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to confirm this desirable behavior [41].

### 1.3.3 Beam Studies of a Passive Mercury Target

The first studies of E951 of the interaction of a proton beam with a mercury target were performed with a passive “thimble” of mercury, 1.0 cm in diameter, 1.5 cm high, shown in Fig. 12. High-speed shadow photography of the interaction of the mercury “thimble” with proton beams at BNL and at CERN/ISOLDE [44, 45, 46, 47] showed that the beam disperses the mercury with velocities proportional to the total energy in the beam pulse, an example of which is shown in Fig. 13. The velocities ranged from 10 to 50 m/sec in the studies performed, so that the impact of the mercury droplets with the walls and windows of the containment vessel was nondestructive.

At the CERN/ISOLDE facility it was possible to send a pair of proton pulses into the “thimble” with intervals between the pulses ranging from 0.5 to 8 μsec. The dispersal velocity of the mercury in the case of two pulses was greater than that for one pulse provided that the time interval between the pulses was less than 3 μsec [47].
Figure 12: View of the passive mercury target. The mercury was contained in the “thimble” = cylindrical well visible at the left side of the circular viewport. The proton beam entered from the left through the Conflat flange.

Figure 13: Exposures of 25 µs at t = 0, 0.5, 1.6, 3.4 msec after a mercury “thimble” 1.0 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm deep was struck by a pulse of $2 \times 10^{12}$ 24-GeV protons.

1.3.4 Beam Studies of a Mercury Jet

A free mercury jet, 1 cm in diameter with velocity 2.5 m/s, was constructed as in Fig. 14 and exposed to 24-GeV proton pulses at BNL [45, 46, 47]. High-speed photography (Fig. 15) showed that the velocity of dispersal of the mercury was about one half that in the case of the “thimble” target, for the same proton pulse intensity. The higher dispersal velocity in the case of the “thimble” occurs because the reflections of the pressure wave off the steel wall of the thimble are stronger than those off the free surface of the mercury jet.

An important qualitative result is that the dispersal of the mercury by the proton beam was confined to the region of overlap of the beam with the jet. The pressure waves inside the mercury jet did not appear to propagate along the jet. This suggests that the nozzle which produces the mercury jet can be located close to the interaction region without being
damaged by the pressure waves in the mercury.

Another noteworthy result, obtained by photography with 1-µsec between frames, is that the visible onset of the dispersal of the mercury occurred about 40 µsec after the proton pulse. This contrasts with a time of only 3-4 µsec for a sound wave to reach the surface of the jet, if the speed of sound is the nominal 1500 m/sec. This results supports the interpretation of a study of proton beam interactions with a closed vessel of mercury [28] that the speed of sound in mercury is temporarily reduced after interacting with an intense pulse of protons.

In the beam studies conducted to date, the energy deposition was insufficient to raise the temperature of the mercury to its boiling point. However, pulses of order \(10^{14}\) protons, as foreseen in 4-MW beams, would be sufficient to do so. This will, in general, provide additional means of dispersal of the mercury, which is being studied via simulations at present [48], but deserves further laboratory study as well.

### 1.3.5 Interaction of a Mercury Jet with a 20-T Magnetic Field

Studies of a mercury jet of 4-mm diameter and 12-m/sec velocity have been made in magnetic fields up to 20 T at the Grenoble High Field Magnet Laboratory, with the setup sketched in Fig. 16 [47]. The axis of the jet could be tilted with respect to the axis of the magnet between 0 and 100 mrad.
Based on high-speed shadow photography, as shown in Fig. 17, a field of 20-T stabilized the surface perturbations of the jet, a very desirable result. The dispersal of the jet by a proton beam may also be reduced or suppressed by a strong magnetic field.

The 4-mm-diameter jet was able to enter the magnetic field, both at 0 and 100 mrad to the magnetic axis, without noticeable deflection, although the overall jet velocity was reduced somewhat (as expected from eddy current effects [27]). Since the deflections due eddy-currents grow as the square of the jet diameter, they will be about six times stronger in the case of a 1-cm-diameter jet, which deserves further study.

2 Proposed Studies of Beam + Mercury Jet + Magnetic Field

The studies of components of a mercury jet target system, described briefly in sec. 1.3, are very encouraging, and suggest that a system test in a near-prototype configuration is the next step for high-power targetry R&D.

Keys results from the mercury target studies to date include:

- A mercury jet is dispersed by an intense proton pulse in a nondestructive manner, at low velocities proportional to the pulse intensity.

- The region of dispersal of the mercury jet is largely limited to the region of overlap with the proton beam. The pressure waves that cause the dispersal do not appear to propagate along the axis of the jet.
The onset of dispersal is delayed with respect to the proton pulse by a time which suggests that the velocity of sound in mercury is temporarily reduced by the energy deposition of the proton pulse.

A strong magnetic field stabilizes the surface perturbations of the jet.

Small-diameter jets can enter a strong magnetic field without significant deflection, although the longitudinal velocity of the jet is reduced.

Based on the above results, we propose a second round of high-power target studies whose primary goal is:

- A proof-of-principle demonstration of a mercury jet target in a strong solenoid magnet with proton pulses appropriate for a multimegawatt source.

Subsidiary goals in support of the primary goal include:

- Studies of a 1-cm-diameter mercury jet entering a 15-T solenoid magnet at various velocities and angles.

- Studies of dispersal of the mercury jet by pulses due to both pressure waves and vaporization.

- Studies of magnetic suppression of the dispersal of mercury by proton pulses.
To realize these goals, we propose that a mercury target station with a 15-T solenoid magnet be constructed in a 24-GeV fast-extracted beam at CERN. Key features of this target station include:

- Use of a 1-cm-diameter mercury jet that overlaps with the proton beam for at least 30 cm.
- Use of a 15-T, 15-cm-diameter warm-bore magnet, whose axis can be tilted with respect to the beam/jet axis by 0-150 mrad.
- Use of pulses of 24-GeV protons of up to $4 \times 10^{12}$ each, with the option to extract a train of up to all 8 pulses from the CERN PS.

An important restriction to the goals of the proof-of-principle demonstration is that it does not address issues of long-term survival of the target system. Rather, it will demonstrate full functionality of the system on a pulse-by-pulse basis, with a total of only about 1,000 beam pulses.

### 2.1 The 15-T Pulsed Magnet Test Facility

The essential concept of the present Letter of Intent is the combination of an intense proton beam, a mercury jet target, and a high-field solenoid magnet in a single facility.

The solenoid magnet for this facility is a cost driver, so careful consideration must be given to its specifications: field strength, choice of magnet technology, including DC vs. pulsed operation.

As shown in Fig. 3b, the yield of low-energy secondary pions and muons improves with the field strength up to 20 T in a suitably designed solenoid-magnet capture system. However, the technology of large superconducting magnets is presently limited to about 14 T, so a 20-T magnet capture solenoid would be a hybrid system with a 14-T superconducting coil and a 6-T water-cooled copper coil [21]. The small gain in secondary particle yield in a 20-T system compared to a 14-T system may not justify the extra expense of a hybrid technology solution.

Hence, we consider that 15-T operation is a suitable goal for the proof-of-principle target and capture system.

Further, the proof-of-principle demonstration that we desire to perform is not one of magnet technology, but rather of the operation of a system of magnet + mercury jet + beam. We propose to use the most cost effective technology capable of providing 15 T over a warm bore 1 m long and 15 cm in diameter during the proton pulses.

The strength of the interaction of the magnetic field $B$ with the mercury jet scales as $B^2$ for most effects [27]. Hence, use of a 5-T magnet for the proposed tests would imply an order-of-magnitude extrapolation beyond the data collected to reach the regime appropriate for a production target facility. We consider that a “proof-of-principle” demonstration has not been made if an order-of-magnitude extrapolation remains. Use of a 10-T magnetic field would leave a factor of two extrapolation; only if budget realities exclude the construction of a 15-T magnet, would we consider this option. In sum, 15-T is the appropriate magnetic field strength for the proposed proof-of-principle demonstration experiment.
Since the scope of the demonstration is to validate the high-power target concept on a pulse-by-pulse basis, the magnet for this demonstration could be a pulsed magnet. (Of course, a 15-T pulsed magnet is not a realistic option for an eventual production facility).

These considerations have led us to propose use of a 15-T pulsed magnet system whose design equalizes the costs of the three main system components (at \( \approx \$400k \) each):

1. The pulsed magnet coils.
2. The magnet cooling system.
3. The magnet power supply.

Some details of these subsystems will be given in the following subsections.

Diagnostics of system performance will be primarily optical, based on high-speed shadow photography as described in secs. 1.3.3-1.3.5. Details of the optical instrumentation would be similar to that sketched in Fig. 16 (although the magnet axis will be horizontal in the proposed studies, in contrast to the vertical axis of the Grenoble M9 magnet).

### 2.1.1 Conceptual Design of the 15-T Liquid-Nitrogen-Precooled Pulsed Magnet

A sketch of a horizontal section through the proposed 15-T pulsed magnet is shown in Fig. 18. The magnet consists of three nested coils wound from solid, rectangular copper conductor, with axial cooling channels between (and outside of) the three coils [49].

![Figure 18: A horizontal section through the proposed 15-T pulsed magnet, which has a 15-cm-diameter warm bore inside which the beam and mercury jet overlaps at angles up to 150 mrad to the magnetic axis [49].](image)

To reduce the power consumption, and hence the size of the coil, cooling system and power supply, the coils are operated at cryogenic temperatures. Figure 19 shows how the resistivity and heat capacity of copper vary with temperature, which indicates that it is advantageous to operate a copper magnet at temperatures as low as about 30K.
Between pulses, the magnet is cooled by injection of liquid nitrogen at a controlled rate such that the output from the cooling channels is essentially all nitrogen gas. A pump on the outlet side permits the temperature of the liquid nitrogen to drop to 70K, the desired operating temperature of the magnet. Just prior to pulsing the magnet, the flow of liquid nitrogen is halted, and all liquid pumped out of the magnet to minimize activation of nitrogen by the proton beam.

Figure 20 shows the (relative) field strength as a function of position along the axis of the 15-T pulsed magnet. In a region of ±1 interaction length (±15 cm) the field varies by only 2.5% (i.e., 1% rms variation).

The time dependence of several parameters of the 15-T magnet during a pulse are shown in Fig. 21. The current (which is proportional to the magnetic field) takes about 10 sec to ramp up to 7200 Amps, and is brought down in about 5 sec. About 20 MJ of energy is deposited in the magnet due to Joule heating, in consequence of which its temperature rises by 30K.

The time needed to remove the 20 MJ of Joule heating determines the operational cycle time of the system. This is expected to be at least 30 min per pulse at 15 T.
Figure 20: The calculated axial profile of the magnetic field in the 15-T pulsed magnet [49].

Figure 21: Time dependence in the 15-T pulsed magnet of the temperature $T$, the current $I$ (with is directly proportional to the magnetic field $B$), the coil resistance $R$, the voltage drop $V$ across the coil, and the energy $Q$ deposited in the coil by Joule heating.
2.1.2 The 15-T Pulsed Magnet Coil Package

Figure 22 shows two assembly drawings of the 15-T coil package and cryostat from a detailed engineering study [50]. The full drawing set for this magnet can be viewed at [51].

The current leads to each of the three coils are fed through the cryostat to permit external connections to be made separately, permitting operation of the magnet at 5, 10 or 15 T as desired.

Figure 22: Sketches of the concept of a 15-T, pulsed copper solenoid for use in the prototype target studies [50].
2.1.3 The 15-T Pulsed Magnet Cooling System

Figure 23 sketches the proposed cooling system for the 15-T pulsed magnet. Between pulses of the magnet, liquid nitrogen is delivered from a supply dewar at a rate such that essentially all of the liquid boils before exiting the magnet. This process is assisted by a vacuum pump on the outlet side of the magnet, which also permits the ultimate temperature of the magnet to be 70K (for 0.2 atm pressure).

![Figure 23: Sketch of the liquid nitrogen cooling system for the 15-T pulsed solenoid magnet.](image)

To avoid activation of nitrogen by the proton beam, the liquid supply is turned off before a pulse, and the residual liquid pumped out of the magnet.

The time required to cool the magnet down from 100K to 70K after a pulse at 15 T is estimated to be between 30 and 60 min [52].

The cooling of the magnet will result in a discharge of approximately 1000 m³/hour of nitrogen gas. An exhaust channel to the outside air should be provided, to avoid the hazard of oxygen depletion in the experimental area.

2.1.4 The 15-T Pulsed Magnet Power Supply

The 15-T magnet will require a pulsed power supply capable of delivering up to 7200 Amps at 600 V (4.32 MVA peak power). This power supply need not be highly regulated; the load is highly inductive (0.5 Henries, 0.04 Ohms).

Hence a basic thyristor-controlled, six-pulse (or twelve) power supply would suffice, if augmented with suitable feedback controls. Figure 24 illustrates such a scheme (for operation at 5 T rather than 15 T). It will be simplest to feed the power supply at a high AC voltage, such as 13.8 kV. Since the power supply will take up to 5 MW peak power off the line, it will likely require a dedicated substation.
Because our application is very low duty cycle (< 1/200), and the total number of cycles required is only 1,000, it may be cost effective to use a bank of batteries as the power supply (with a charger of only 25-50 kW capability). An automobile battery can provide 1200 amps for a few seconds, with an output voltage of about 8 V (less than the nominal 12 V because of the voltage drop across the internal resistance of the battery). We would therefore require 6 parallel strings of 75 batteries each, for a total of 450 batteries. The battery bank must include a switch capable of handling 7200 amps. R&D in underway at BNL on a test setup that include both a mechanical switch and a semiconductor (IGCT) switch, as shown in Fig. 25.
2.2 Possible Siting of the Target Test Facility in the CERN NTOF Beamline

The present Letter of Intent is for high-power target studies to be conducted in the CERN Neutron Time of Flight (NTOF) beamline, in the TT2A tunnel some 20-40 m upstream of the NTOF target.

- The studies proposed here are to be made using small numbers ($\approx 1,000$ total) of intense 24-GeV proton pulses in the CERN Neutron Time-of-Flight beamline.

- A “pulse-on-demand” mode of operation is desired, in which a proton pulse is used at most every few minutes. A higher repetition rate would be useful during beam setup.

- The studies should be carried out in an area suitable for use with a primary proton beam, such at the TT2A tunnel. The small number of beam pulses required should, however, limit the activation of materials to low levels.

- The target system + surrounding (pulsed) 15-T solenoid magnet could occupy as little as 2 m along the beamline.

- The beam should be focusable to a spot of rms radius $\approx 2$ mm at the target location.

- The main mode of beam delivery from the CERN PS should be single-turn extraction of all 8 bunches, for a total of $3 \times 10^{13}$ protons. However, it is desirable to be able to extract any number from 1 to 8 of these bunches during a single turn. A programmable fast-kicker is required for this.

- The mercury jet is to be about 1-cm diameter, flowing at 10-20 m/sec, entirely within a stainless-steel containment vessel (with beam entrance and exit windows of a high-strength alloy). Diagnostics of the beam/jet interaction are primarily optical.

- The pulsed magnet is advantageously operated at about 70K to lower the resistance of its copper coils. A LN$_2$ storage dewar of capacity 10,000-20,000 liters is required.

- The magnet requires a special power supply, capable of 4-5 MW peak power. This could be a “conventional” power supply (that would require 5 MW (peak) wall power), or it could be a power supply based on an array of batteries (that would require only $\approx 50$ kW wall power for a “battery charger”).

A suitable location for the proposed studies is the TT2A tunnel that houses the NTOF transfer line [53, 54]. Figure 26 gives an overview of the NTOF beamline, which runs from the PS to the time-of-flight tube underneath the ISR ring. Details of the NTOF line in the TT2A tunnel, just upstream of the NTOF target, are shown in Figs. 27 and 28.

There are three options for siting the proposed target test facility at intermediate foci along the NTOF line, some 20-40 m upstream of the NTOF target, as shown in Fig. 28. Photographs of these locations are shown in Figs. 29 and 30.

Figure 31 shows the horizontal and vertical dispersion and spot size as a function of position along the NTOF beamline [53]. To reduce the horizontal spot size to the desired
Figure 26: Overview of the NTOF beamline.

Figure 27: Sketch of the TT2 and TT2A tunnels. The possible locations for the proposed target test facility are close to the intersection of the two tunnels. Horizontal and vertical access to these tunnel is via the TT2 tunnel.
2 mm (rms), we propose to operate the PS without the longitudinal bunch compression that is standard for the NTOF beamline. This will reduce the horizontal dispersion, and horizontal spot size by about a factor of 2.

Figure 28: Details of the NTOF beamline in the TT2A tunnel. Three possible locations for the proposed target test facility are shown.

Figure 29: Photographs of option 1 for siting of the proposed target test facility.
The high-speed camera that views the mercury jet must be shielded from radiation, and cannot readily be located in the TT2A tunnel. However, it should be possible to place the camera in the TT2 tunnel, behind existing concrete shielding, as indicated in Fig. 28. If a battery bank is used as the power supply for the 15-T magnet, it could also be located in the TT2 tunnel, whose excellent temperature stability is desirable for reproducible performance of the battery bank.

The needed electrical and optical lines from the TT2 tunnel to the apparatus in the TT2A tunnel will be the simplest if Option 1 is utilized. If Options 2 or 3 are chosen, it may be desirable to drill penetrations through the wall separating the two tunnel to provide channels for the electrical and optical lines.
Figure 31: Dispersion and spot size vs. position along the NTOF beamline [53]. The three candidate locations are at 352, 363, and 372 m, where intermediate foci are located. We proposed to run the proton beam without the longitudinal bunch compression presently used by the NTOF program, which should reduce the horizontal dispersion, and the horizontal spot sizes, by about a factor of 2.
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